PROCEDURAL INFORMATION FOR
LOCAL HISTORIC LANDMARK DESIGNATION
1. To obtain an application for local historic landmark (landmark) designation, visit the Forsyth County Historic
Resources Commission’s (HRC) website at Forsythcountyhrc.org or contact staff of the HRC at 336-727-8000.
2. A complete application is required to verify that the property meets the requirements of State and local laws to
designate it a Local Historic Landmark. All application materials must be submitted prior to consideration. If the
application is incomplete, it will be returned to the applicant for completion. All components become the property
of the HRC and can be used for any public purpose.
3. One (1) copy of a complete, reproducible, original application and one (1) electronic copy must be filed with the
HRC staff at the Planning & Development Services Department, Second Floor, Bryce A. Stuart Municipal
Building, 100 East First Street, Winston-Salem, 27101. There is a non-refundable $50.00 fee due at the time of
submittal.
4. It is preferred that the application be typed or that black ink be used. Attach additional pages for maps, photos,
and supporting documentation.
5. After a complete application is accepted for consideration, it will be forwarded to the State Historic Preservation
Office of the North Carolina Division of Archives and History in Raleigh for comments and recommendations.
6. Following receipt of comments and recommendations from the State Historic Preservation Office or the expiration
of 30 days, the HRC staff will register the application for consideration by the HRC. HRC staff will arrange for
advertisement of a public hearing on the proposed landmark ordinance. The HRC shall consider applications at
a regular meeting or hold a special meeting on a proposed ordinance to designate a landmark. Consideration of
an application may be continued to a later meeting in order to seek additional information, or for such other
reason as the HRC may decide is appropriate. The applicant will be informed of the date and time of the HRC
meeting by mail and/or e-mail and is highly recommended to attend.
7. At the public hearing, the HRC will make a recommendation on the application. The staff will prepare a memo
and a request that the governing board schedule a public hearing on a proposed landmark ordinance. The
elected body will hold a public hearing and vote on a landmark designation ordinance. The applicant will be
informed of the date of the elected body’s meeting by mail or e-mail.
8. Upon adoption of the landmark ordinance, the owners and occupants of each designated landmark shall be given
written notification of such designation insofar as reasonable diligence permits. One copy of the landmark
ordinance and all amendments thereto shall be filed by the HRC in the Forsyth County Register of Deeds Office.
In the case of any property designated a landmark, lying within the zoning jurisdiction of a city, town, or village, a
second copy of the landmark ordinance and all amendments thereto shall be kept on file in the office of the city or
town clerk and be made available for public inspection at any reasonable time. A third copy of the landmark
ordinance and all amendments thereto shall be given to the city or county building inspector. The fact that a
building, structure, site or object has been designated as a landmark shall be clearly indicated on all tax maps
maintained by the county, city, or municipality for such period as the designation remains in effect.
9. Upon the adoption of the landmark ordinance or any amendment, it shall be the duty of the HRC to give notice
thereof to the tax supervisor of the county in which the property is located. The designation and any recorded
restrictions upon the property limiting its use for preservation purposes shall be considered by the tax supervisor
in appraising the property for tax purposes. The owner may apply to the tax office for the real property tax deferral
of up to 50% of the ad valorem property taxes on the designated landmark property. This may be done by
contacting the Tax Supervisor's Office in the Forsyth County Government Center at 336-703-2300. This deferral
exists as long as the property retains the “historic landmark” status, (NCGS 105-278). Any new owners of a
landmark property must contact HRC staff to receive a copy of the approved landmark ordinance and then notify
the Tax Supervisor’s Office of the new ownership.
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Forsyth County Historic Resources Commission
100 East First Street
P.O. Box 2511
Winston-Salem. North Carolina. 27101
336.727.8000 Fax. 336.748.3163

LOCAL HISTORIC LANDMARK DESIGNATION APPLICATION
This application is based on North Carolina General Statute § 160A-400.5. Local Historic Landmarks
are for the education, pleasure and enrichment of the residents of the City, County and the State as a
whole. Landmark designation is an honor and it signifies recognition that the property is important to
the heritage and character of the community and that its protection enriches the public. No property
shall be recommended for designation unless it is deemed by the HRC to be of special significance and
integrity in accordance with the information below.

Name of Property
Historic Name:
Any Other Historic Name(s):
Current Name:

O’Hanlon Building
N/A
O’Hanlon Building

Location
Physical Address

101-105 West Fourth Street

City

Block (s)#

Lot(s)#

Winston-Salem

6112

000A, 001,
002, 003, 004,
005, 006, 007,
008

Owner
Name
Mailing Address
City / State / Zip
Phone(s)

The O’Hanlon, LLC, c/o Ted Kairys, managing member
721 Mt. Carmel Church Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

PIN (s)
6835-27-1005, 6835-27-1025,
6835-27-1045, 6835-27-1055,
6835-27-1075, 6835-27-1036,
6835-27-1056, 6835-27-1066,
6835-27-1086

Applicant (If Other Than Owner)
Name
Mailing Address
City / State / Zip
Phone(s)
Email Address
Consultant/Preparer (If Other than the Owner and/or Applicant)
Heather Fearnbach, Fearnbach History Services, Inc.
Name
3334 Nottingham Road
Mailing Address
Winston-Salem, NC 27104
City / State / Zip
Phone(s)
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Property Information
Date of Construction

1915

Lot Size / Acreage

0.08 acre

Major Additions
include date(s) of construction

None

Exterior and Interior Alterations
include date(s) of construction

Interior modifications: 1969-2012
Window replacement: 1975

Outbuildings
include date(s) of construction

None

Relocated Building (Yes or No)
No
Architect/Landscape Architect

Willard C. Northup

Builder

Travers Wood Company

Original Owner and/or Person for
Whom the Building was Built
Original Use

Edward W. O’Hanlon

Present Use

Commercial

Ownership (Check One):

Commercial

X Private

Public

Status (Check One):

X Occupied

Unoccupied

Work in
Progress

Landmark Designation for
(Check Appropriate Boxes)

X Complete Exterior

Complete Interior

Complete
Site, includes
any land or
special
features

Complete Exterior
and Interior

Complete Site,
Exterior and Interior

All
Outbuildings

X Partial Exterior or Interior, Explain:
All extant original interior features
Other, Explain:
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Classification
Category (Check at Least One):

X Building

Created principally to shelter any form of human activity, such as a house, barn,
hotel, church, school, theater, etc.

Structure

A term distinct from a building. A structure is generally created for purposes
other than human shelter, such as a tunnel, bridge, highway, silo, etc.

Object

A term distinct from a building and structure. An object is primarily artistic or
informative in nature. Although it may be movable, an object is typically
associated with a specific setting or environment, such as a sculpture,
monument, etc.

Site

The location of a significant event: of a prehistoric or historic occupation or
activity; of a building or structure, whether standing, ruined, or vanished; of a
landscape, whether professionally designed or publically/privately developed
over time; of a location that itself possesses historic, cultural, or archaeological
value regardless of the value of any existing building and/or structure, such as a
battlefield, cemetery, etc.

Number of Resources on the Property: 1
Number Proposed for Designation
1

Buildings
Structures
Objects
Sites

X County Inventory

FY02620

Number Not for Designation

Year last surveyed: 2007

Documentation
Other (explain below)

X Listed

Year: 1984

Within a National Register Historic
District

Name: O’Hanlon Building

National Register Status

None of the Above
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Present Use (Check at Least One):
Agriculture
Government
Park
 Other

X Commerce
Industry
Religion

Education
Military
Residence

Condition (Check One):
X Excellent
Deteriorated

Good
Ruins

Moved from Original Site:

Yes, what year:

Original Location:

Public Access: (Check One)
Restricted

Entertainment
Museum
Transportation

Fair

X No

Reason for the Move:

 None

X Unrestricted

Do any architect’s plans or building accounts exist?

X Yes

No

Unknown

Give the location of any plans or building accounts. Give name of institution, address, phone, and
collection identification. If in possession of property owner or someone else, state that.
Winston-Salem-Forsyth County Planning Department
100 E. First Street
Winston-Salem, NC 27102
336-747-7063
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CRITERIA
X Property Over Fifty
Years Old

Property Under Fifty
Years Old

Fifty years is a general
estimate of the time needed
to develop historical
perspective and to evaluate
special significance.

Evidence of exceptional
importance is required.

The building has been
moved from its original site of
construction.

(Complete Sections A, B, &
C)

(Complete Sections A, A.1,
B, and C)

(Complete Sections A, B,
and C)

Relocation

Reconstruction

(Complete Sections D
and E)

A.1 Historical Significance
Special Significance Area (Check All That Apply):

history

X architecture

culture

archaeology

Significance Category (Check All That Apply):

X

A.

Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history

B.

Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past

C.

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values,
or that represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction

D.

Property has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history

A.2 Exceptional Importance
Fifty years is a general estimate of the time needed to develop historical perspective and to evaluate
special significance. This consideration guards against the listing of properties of passing contemporary
interest and ensures that the landmark is truly a historic place. If the property is less than fifty years old,
it must possess a level of significance greater than if it were more than fifty years old, that is, it must
possess exceptional significance.
If applying for a property constructed less than fifty years ago, the criteria in Section A above as well as
those below must be met.
1. The property was constructed less than fifty years ago and is exceptionally important.
As defined by the National Park Service, exceptional importance does not necessarily
mean national significance; rather, it is a measure of a property’s importance within the
appropriate historic context, whether the geographic scale of that context is local, state, or
national.
2. The property was constructed fifty years or more ago but achieved its exceptional
importance less than fifty years ago.
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A. Integrity
The property has integrity if its significance can be seen or experienced, not just imagined.
Must meet at least five (5) of the criteria listed below:
Check the applicable boxes below.
X

1. Integrity of location – The historic location where the building was original constructed.

X

2. Integrity of design – The historic organization of form, space, proportion, scale, technology
and materials can be seen or experienced.

X

3. Integrity of setting – The physical environment related to the property’s function, role, or
design retains its historic character and its significance can be seen or experienced.

X

4. Integrity of workmanship – The physical evidence of a craft or crafts of the culture or people
during the period of significance of the property can be seen or experienced.

X

X
X

5. Integrity of materials – The majority of historic materials that were combined to form the
property have been preserved and not recreated, other than appropriate maintenance and
repairs.
6. Integrity of feeling – The historic or aesthetic sense of the property’s period of significance
can be experienced because its physical features evoke a sense of its historical character.
7. Integrity of association – The property is the location of a significant activity or event, or is
the place where a significant person lived or engaged in significant historic actions. The property
is sufficiently intact to allow such connection to be experienced.
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B. Report Material and Layout
Architectural Description, Significance & Integrity Statements
Applications must include a report that includes items 1-7, and item 8 and 9 if applicable. Submit a clear, concise,
complete narrative so that the HRC will be able to make a decision.

X

1. Introduction
Include a clear statement summarizing the property’s significance and integrity level in
two to four sentences.

X

2. Property Description
Include a comprehensive description of all elements of the site proposed for designation.
The description should delineate significant character-defining features of the setting,
exterior, interior, and secondary resources.

X

3. Restoration/Rehabilitation Description (Completed or Currently Proposed)
Include information about any restoration and/or rehabilitation efforts, additions, and/or
alterations, including details of the date and scope of work. Include whether the work
was completed under the supervision of an of experienced preservation professional or
historic preservation organization.

X

4. Statement of Significance
Include a statement of significance that explains in detail how the property meets the
relevant criteria identified in the Significance section above (A). Clearly define the
special significance of the property for each. Include all major owners and names of
people known or believed to have worked on the structure (such as architects, carpenters
etc.). A bibliography is required. Include an ownership chain of title, showing all known
owners with deed book and page and other relevant documentation if the property is
significant for its association with a historically significant person.

X

5. Integrity Statement
Include a statement of integrity that explains in detail how the property meets the relevant
criteria in the Integrity section above (B). Clearly define the level of integrity for all
significant physical elements of the proposed property to be designed, including the
exterior, interior, outbuildings, and/or the site. Explain how the property retains elements
of its original or early design, materials, location, workmanship, setting, historic
association and feeling.

X

6. Historical Background Summary
Include an explanation of the property’s place, time, and theme:, i.e. the context in the
history of the community, the region, the state, or the nation. Once this is identified,
show how the property relates to other properties that fall into that same context if the
property is important due to its association with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history.
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X

7. Architectural Context
If the property is of architectural significance include biographical information for the
architect(s) if known and explain why their work is important at the local, state, and/or
national level.

8. Approved National Register Nomination
If a National Register nomination for this property has been approved and is still
accurate, specifically the description of the property, it may be submitted with the
application form and other supporting documents; however, any special significance
areas and/or integrity issues not included in the nomination must be addressed in
supplemental information. Subsequent alterations must be submitted in photographs and
other documentations to explain all changes in detail. This could include, but is not
limited to, Federal and/or State Historic Preservation Tax Credit applications and
approvals for Parts 2 and 3, along with a written summary of changes made since the
nomination was approved.

9. Exceptional Importance Statement
Attach a statement explaining how the property meets the identified criteria in the
Exceptional Importance Section above (A.2.)
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C. RECONSTRUCTED PROPERTIES

The HRC will consider landmark applications only for reconstructions located in locally zoned Historic
Districts (H), such as Old Salem or Bethabara. This does not include Historic Overlay Districts (HO),
such as West End.
After the passage of fifty years, a reconstructed property may attain special significance for what it
reveals about the period in which it was built, rather than the historic period it was intended to depict.
If that is the case, complete sections A, B, and C, not D and E.
Reconstruction is defined as the reproduction of the exact form and detail of a vanished building,
structure, object, or a part thereof, as it appeared at a specific period of time. Examples include: a
property in which most or all of the fabric is not original or of historic period. Examples of properties
that are NOT considered reconstructions are properties that have been remodeled or renovated and
retain the majority of their original or early fabric.
The HRC will not designate a reconstructed property that necessitated or contributed to the demolition
or relocation of a historic property which has been recommended for local designation by the HRC, is
listed on the State Study List for the National Register of Historic Places, has been determined eligible
for or is listed in the National Register of Historic Places and /or has any other type of local, State, or
national historic designation.
Must meet all the criteria below.
1. It is accurately executed in a suitable environment.
The reconstruction must be based upon sound archaeological, architectural, and historic
data concerning the historic construction and appearance of the resource. That
documentation should include both analysis of any above or below ground material and
research in written and other records.
The reconstructed property must be located on the original site as the original. It must also
be situated in its original grouping of buildings, structures, and objects (as many as are
extant), and that grouping must retain integrity. In addition, the reconstruction must not be
misrepresented as an authentic historic property. One approach to signify a reconstruction
is to place a small sign that states the building is a reconstruction.

2. It is presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan.
A restoration master plan is defined, for the purposes of this application, as a
comprehensive or far-reaching written plan of action, encompassing a locally-zoned
Historic District (H), and approved by a community, government, or organization/institution,
and is designed to reintroduce something that existed before, specifically historic
buildings or structures.
A reconstructed property must be identified in the restoration master plan as a component
of that historic district and part of the overall restoration plan for the district.
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3. No other building or structure with the same associations has survived.
A reconstruction is appropriate only if the historic property was the only one in the district
associated with a particular activity or event of special significance or no other property with the
same associative values has survived.

D. RECONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTATION
In order to be considered, the HRC must determine if there is enough information supporting the accuracy
of the reconstruction, so that there could be a truly accurate portrayal.

Reconstruction Documentation

1. Attach a report that explains in detail how the property meets each criterion
identified in Section D. above. Include text, drawings, photographs, historic
documents and other evidence as necessary.
2. A detailed history of the historic building or structure represented in the
reconstruction.
Include:
Date(s) of original construction, early additions and pertinent alterations
Date of demolition
Year reconstruction represents and reason that date was selected
History of original owners
History of the original use(s), including that of the interpretation period
Current use of reconstructed property
Location of the historic building or structure
Description of the interpretive use that coordinates with the restoration master
plan
3. A detailed architectural description of the historic building or structure and of the
reconstructed building or structure.
Include the following in the descriptions of both the historic building or
structure and of the reconstructed building or structure when known:
Size of the building or structure
Number of stories
Material(s) of construction
Construction method(s)
Appearance of the building or structure including the placement of such
features as doors and windows
Detailed drawings of significant features reconstructed, such as architectural
details, roofs, windows, doors, and porches
Elevations noting known elements and/or features
Elevations noting elements and/or features changed from the original
Notation of reconstructed elements surmised from study but not known
Explanation of approach when details or features were unknown
Site plan or survey
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Reconstruction Research Documentation Types
A detailed report indicating thorough research and analysis of the below documentation types must be
submitted. The report should include substantive information on the research gathered and sources.
Resources searched but revealing no pertinent information must be discussed in the report. Copies of
visual materials such as, but not limited to, photographs, maps, drawings, plans, and artwork should be
labeled, with title, description, known or approximate year created, known or possible creator, and source.

1. A copy of the section(s) of the restoration master plan pertinent to the subject
property. Include the cover, date, and summary pages or sections that describe
the purpose, approach, and physical boundaries of the plan.

2. Evidence that the historic property on which the reconstruction was based was
the only one in the district associated with a particular activity or event of special
significance or that no other property with the same associative values has
survived.

3. Written archival records, including but not limited to diaries, journals, letters,
deeds, legal documents, other primary sources and secondary sources.

4. Relevant historic photographs or artwork.

5. Relevant historic plans and/or drawings.

6. Archaeological findings.

7. Any other historical information used as a basis for the reconstruction.
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REQUIRED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

Property Boundary
The property may represent part of or the entire original parcel boundaries.

X

Describe the land area to be designated and identify any prominent landscape features.

X

Explain its significance and historical relationship to the building(s), structure(s), object(s) or
sites located on the property.

Photograph Requirements

X

Buildings & Structures (main and outbuildings)
Include photos of all facades for all buildings or structures. Include photos that show the main
building or structure within its setting. If the interior is being nominated, include at least one
(1) photo of each room. Include examples of all architectural details, interior and/or exterior,
which add to the property’s special significance.

Objects
Include overall views and a variety of representative views, as well as a view of the object
within its setting.

X

Sites
Include overall views and any significant details.

X

Include copies of any historic photographs of the property and dates of photos, if known.

X

The images should be submitted digitally on a flash drive, CD, DVD, or current format used
for such items.

X

Images and labeling should meet the current Policy and Guidelines for Digital Photography for
Historic Property Surveys and National Register Nominations established by the North
Carolina State Historic Preservation Office (NC SHPO). The guidelines can be found on the
NC SHPO website.
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Maps

X

Include a map clearly indicating the location of the property in the community.

X

Include a tax map, which is a document showing the location, dimensions, and other
information pertaining to a parcel of land subject to property taxes. Show street names and
all structures on the property. Label all resources on the map.

Bibliography/Source Citations

X

Include a bibliography of sources consulted.

Fee

X

Due at the time of submission is a non-refundable application fee of $50.00.
The City of Winston-Salem accepts all forms of legal tender and checks should be made
payable to the City of Winston-Salem.
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All application materials must be complete prior to consideration.
The application and accompanying materials becomes the property of the Forsyth County Historic
Resources Commission and can be used for any public purpose.

The following information submitted is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
I have read the general information on landmark designation provided by the Forsyth County Historic
Resources Commission and affirm that I support landmark designation of the property defined
herein.
Signatures

Applicant

Date

Owner

Date

Preparer

________________________

Date

_________________
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O’Hanlon Building
101-105 West Fourth Street
Winston-Salem, Forsyth County, North Carolina
Local Historic Landmark Designation Report

Prepared for:

Prepared by:

The O’Hanlon, LLC
721 Mt. Carmel Church Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517

Fearnbach History Services, Inc.
3334 Nottingham Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27104
July 2016

O’Hanlon Building
101-105 West Fourth Street
Winston-Salem, Forsyth County, North Carolina
Local Historic Landmark Designation Report
Narrative Description
Setting
The O’Hanlon Building occupies a prominent downtown Winston-Salem location at Fourth and Liberty
Streets’ northwest corner opposite the Pepper Building and the former Forsyth County Courthouse. A
concrete sidewalk lines the east elevation, while the south sidewalk is paved with brick. The eight-story
edifice is situated on a 0.7-acre tax parcel that encompasses the building footprint. Early-twentieth-century
two-story brick commercial buildings stand to the west and north. The historic commercial buildings in the
2.3-acre block to the east were demolished to allow for the construction of One West Fourth Street, a
thirteen-story office building completed in 2002.
Exterior
Architect Willard C. Northup employed contrasting texture and color to add aesthetic interest to the
O’Hanlon Building’s three-bay east elevation and eight-bay south elevation. The steel-frame skyscraper
features smooth cream terra-cotta classical ornament at its base and capital. Rough-face variegated red
brick sheathes the intermediary floors and patterned brick spandrels embellish the window bays between
cream terra-cotta sills and steel lintels.
Terra-cotta pilasters with Greek Corinthian capitals frame the plate-glass storefront display windows and
mezzanine-level casement windows and transoms. Terra-cotta spandrels, now covered by canvas awnings,
fill the space between the two levels. The first-story entablature comprises a smooth frieze incised with the
building name, “O’Hanlon’s,” and topped with an egg-and-dart band beneath a cornice with a molded
upper edge. Paterae—bas-relief round medallions with a stylized floral motif—adorn the frieze at regular
intervals. The eighth-story terra-cotta ornamentation is even more elaborate: a molded architrave, raised
panels between paired windows, a water leaf band punctuated by projecting round medallions, and
alternating guttae blocks and flower-filled lozenge shapes in the cornice soffits. Stepped parapets capped
with terra-cotta coping rise above the molded cornice. The east parapet has a slightly pointed center, while
the south parapet’s central section is flat.
The brick spandrel designs encompass myriad combinations of projecting and recessed stretchers and
headers laid in decorative bonds. Each spandrel includes between one and three slightly recessed panels
bordered by a header course and an outer stretcher course. Raised square, rectangular, and diamond-shaped
medallions enrich the basketweave and stack-bond panel fields.
Masons executed the west and north elevations in rough-face variegated red brick laid in four-to-one
common bond. Red terra-cotta coping caps the parapets. A steel fire escape rises in the north elevation’s
recessed central bay, which serves as a light well. The adjacent brick commercial structures cover the north
and west elevations’ lower two stories.
The thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO) single-ply roof and internal gutters are in good condition. An elevator
penthouse extends above the roof adjacent to the north elevation’s west section.
Fearnbach History Services, Inc., July 2016
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Exterior: Windows, Doors, and Storefronts

The three-bay east elevation’s fenestration comprises a narrow central bay of single windows flanked by
bays of wide window openings created by the removal of paired one-over-one double-hung steel sash.
Contractors installed multi-section aluminum-frame sash with an anodized-bronze finish and bronze-tinted
glass in conjunction with the 1975 renovation. The original paired windows in the eight-bay south
elevation were replaced in kind at the same time. Just north of the west elevation’s center, single two-overtwo double-hung steel sash light each floor.
The north elevation is divided into two sections by the central recessed fire escape bay. The south section’s
central bay and the north section’s west bay retain single two-over-two double-hung steel sash on each
floor. The south section’s east bay only has windows on the third and eighth stories. Small one-over-one
steel sash pierce the north section near its center, illuminating the stair tower.
The east storefront entrance consists of a recessed single-leaf glazed door, sidelights, and transom. The
flanking plate-glass display windows are replacements, but the opening size remains the same as it was
originally and the terra-cotta kneewalls are intact. Early-twenty-first-century canvas awnings shelter the
storefronts. Short rectangular transoms surmount most of the mezzanine-level casement windows, which
feature two tall, narrow panes that open out from the center.
The treatment of the south elevation’s east three bays is similar, with the only variation being a central
double-leaf entrance. The plate-glass display window in the fourth bay from the east end has been covered
with plywood. The fifth and sixth bays each originally contained a high three-part window above terracotta sheathing. The fifth bay’s window has been enclosed with brick, but the surrounding terra-cotta is
intact. A double-leaf, steel-frame, glazed door and transom now fill the sixth bay, providing access to a
service corridor.
The office entrance, a double-leaf steel-frame glazed door and transom that light the stair and elevator
vestibule, fills the second bay from the south elevation’s west end. The terra-cotta panel above the door
thus bears the inscription “Offices.” The west bay encompasses a late-twentieth century aluminum-frame
storefront with a recessed single-leaf entrance surrounded by a transom and plate-glass display windows.
Interior
The first story initially encompassed a spacious east storefront designed for use as a drugstore and a west
retail storefront. Both had open plans with mezzanines designed to maximize square footage. The office
entrance vestibule is located between the two storefronts. Two passenger elevators rise from the
vestibule’s ground floor to elevator lobbies on each of the upper seven floors, where offices flank central
east-west corridors. At many office entrances, single-leaf wood doors with paneled bases and glazed upper
sections surmounted by operable glazed transoms facilitated light transmittal and air flow. Although the
overall plan remains the same, the interior has been updated several times and retains few original partition
walls.
However, important features remain in several areas. The office entrance vestibule fronting Fourth Street is
particularly intact. The double-leaf steel-frame glazed door opens into an area that is three steps lower in
elevation than the remaining space. A Norfolk Iron and Wire Works staircase rises in a straight run on the
east wall. The railing comprises thin square metal components wrought in repeating ovals with

Fearnbach History Services, Inc., July 2016
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intermediary rods that terminate in molded bellflowers. Square fluted newel posts anchor the mahogany
handrail. A two-panel steel door beneath the stairs leads to the basement.
The two passenger elevators on the vestibule’s north wall retain original brass elevator doors. The floor
number plate above the west elevator is original, but the east elevator’s number plate was replaced in 2015.
Between the elevators, the original Cutler mail chute terminates in a rectangular letter box ornamented with
a brass door.
Rectangular white and gray marble tiles cover the vestibule’s walls and the stair base. A Greek key cornice
wraps around the walls beneath the coffered ceiling. On the floor, square pink marble tiles border a field of
small, rectangular, white ceramic tiles laid in a herringbone pattern with small, rectangular, red, green, and
black accent tiles at regular intervals.
A door on the vestibule’s east wall north of the stair provides access to the service corridor. Originally, a
short passage at this location ran east-west between the vestibule and the drugstore. The room south of the
passage, then accessible only from the drugstore, served as the pharmaceutical dispensary. The south
corridor wall’s removal and the addition of a double-leaf steel-frame glazed door in the exterior wall
created a service entrance for the restaurant and other tenants. White and gray marble wainscoting capped
with a wood chair rail sheathes the walls in the corridor’s south section, where the floor slopes down to the
exterior door. Mail boxes are inset in the wide steel door on the north section of the corridor’s east wall.
The straight run of steps on the north wall leads to the mezzanine entrance.
A previous owner removed the narrow portion of the mezzanine that extended across the drugstore’s north
wall. The mezzanine’s wider west section, which spanned the distance between the north and south walls,
is now an enclosed storage room.
Mooney’s Mediterranean Café has occupied the first floor’s east storefront since 2009. The dining area
remains predominately open and retains the drugstore’s original floor finish: small, rectangular, white
ceramic tiles laid in a herringbone pattern with small, rectangular, red, green, and black accent tiles at
regular intervals. A dropped acoustical-tile ceiling, strip and pendant lighting, and ceiling fans have been
installed. At the dining room’s northwest corner, gypsum-board clad partition walls enclose restrooms. A
curved service counter and a bar fill the space south of the restrooms. In compliance with current code, the
restaurant kitchen to the west has a dropped acoustical-tile ceiling, fiber-reinforced-plastic wall panels, and
a glazed red terra-cotta tile floor.
On each of the upper seven floors, the area adjacent to the stair and elevators is open. In the remaining
space, rooms of various sizes flank long central halls that run east-west. Previous owners supplemented or
replaced most original smooth-plaster-sheathed frame partition walls with gypsum-board-clad partition
walls to configure offices, storage areas, and kitchens. The second, third, and fifth floors, remodeled in the
1970s and 1980s, are currently vacant. The fourth and eighth floors were updated at the same time to serve
as law offices and retain that function. Original hardwood floors are exposed in some rooms. Original
terrazzo floors remain in the second- through fifth-floor corridors, albeit covered with commercial-grade
carpeting on the fourth and fifth floors. Modifications on these five floors include the installation of plain
wood door surrounds, baseboards, and window sills, molded wood chair rails, hollow-core wood-veneered
doors, dropped-acoustical-tile ceilings, fluorescent lighting, wallcoverings ranging from wallpaper to wood
paneling, commercial-grade carpeting, and a narrow-hardwood-board eighth-story corridor floor. Most
original restroom finishes and fixtures have been removed, but a few retain white and gray marble-slab
wainscoting. Square-white-tile wainscoting and floors, white porcelain fixtures, and vanities with drop-in
sinks have been added.
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On the sixth and seventh floors, a previous owner demolished most interior partition walls around 2012 to
create central open offices divided by low cubicle walls. Dark-finished hardwood floors and smooth,
white-painted gypsum-board walls and ceilings imbue the space with a streamlined appearance. The east
and west office, kitchen, and storage room partition walls include aluminum-frame, translucent-glass
windows and doors. Commercial-grade carpeting covers the office floors, while the kitchens and storage
rooms have vinyl-composition-tile floors.
The enclosed stair that rises at the north elevation’s center is completely intact. The railing encompasses
thin square metal components spanned with wrought circles at alternating intervals. Square newel posts
with molded caps anchor the metal handrail. The stair originates at the mezzanine level and terminates in
the elevator penthouse, providing access to the roof. Original small, white, hexagonal tiles cover the floor
at the base of the stair.
Utilitarian concrete steps provide access from the office entrance vestibule to the basement, which contains
storage areas and mechanical rooms that house the original boiler and associated pipes, hot water heaters, a
sump pump, and electrical conduit and plumbing lines, all of which will be replaced as part of the
building’s rehabilitation. The basement has concrete floors. Most brick walls have been painted.
Concrete-block and wood-frame walls have been added as needed. Single-leaf doors range in type from
paneled wood-frame to fire-proof steel.
Statement of Significance
The eight-story O’Hanlon Building, designed by prolific Winston-Salem architect Willard C. Northup,
became the city’s second skyscraper at the time of its 1915 completion by Travers Wood Company. The
edifice’s height and sophisticated classicism manifested the aspirations of its owner, entrepreneur Edward
W. O’Hanlon. The well-executed and intact building possesses the requisite significance for Local Historic
Landmark Designation under Criterion C due to its architectural merit. The period of significance is 1915,
its construction date.
Northup specified an elegant classical form and features to distinguish the O’Hanlon building from
neighboring Romanesque Revival-style edifices including the Forsyth County Courthouse, Phoenix Hotel,
and Winston Town Hall. Classicism was a fashionable choice as it embodied democracy, permanence, and
refinement. The style was particularly appropriate for the structures erected by Winston’s business leaders
as monuments to their success.
The city’s remaining early skyscrapers—the 1911 Wachovia Bank and Trust Company, the 1915 O’Hanlon
Building, the 1926 Nissen Building, and the 1928 Carolina Theatre and Hotel—reflect a classical influence
in their overall composition (base, shaft, and capital) and Renaissance Revival–style details. Pilasters,
entablatures, and cornices rendered in stone and terra cotta ornament the lower and upper floors, framing
relatively plain intermediary stories. Ancient Grecian and Roman architecture served as the archetypes for
numerous other downtown structures, including the demolished Hotel Zinzendorf, Masonic Temple, and
Cherry Street YMCA, as well as the extant Carnegie Library, Odd Fellows Building, and US Post Office.
Steel construction and passenger elevators allowed buildings to reach new heights. Northup employed a
variety of materials to emphasize the O’Hanlon Building’s verticality and add aesthetic interest to the south
and east elevations. The edifice features smooth cream terra-cotta classical ornament at its base and
capital. Rough-face variegated red brick sheathes the intermediary floors and patterned brick spandrels
embellish the window bays between terra-cotta sills and steel lintels. Pilasters with Greek Corinthian
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capitals frame the plate-glass storefront display windows and mezzanine-level casement windows and
transoms. The first-story entablature comprises a smooth frieze incised with the building name,
“O’Hanlon’s,” and topped with an egg-and-dart band beneath a cornice with a molded upper edge.
Alternating guttae blocks and flower-filled lozenge shapes augment the ornate projecting eighth-story
cornice.
Although the interior has been updated several times, important original features remain. The office
entrance fronting Fourth Street retains an original Norfolk Iron and Wire Works staircase, brass elevator
doors, Cutler mail chute, coffered ceiling, and marble wall and floor tiles. Small herringbone-patterned
ceramic tiles sheath the vestibule floor’s center and also remain in the first-floor storefronts. Hardwood
and terrazzo floors are intact in some upper-floor office and corridors.
The O’Hanlon Building was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1984. The
subsequent renovation was one of Winston-Salem’s first to take advantage of the federal rehabilitation tax
credit program. The property is located within the Winston-Salem Downtown Business Improvement
District.
Integrity Statement
The O’Hanlon Building possesses the seven qualities of historic integrity—location, setting, feeling
association, design, materials, and workmanship—required for Local Historic Landmark designation. The
building maintains integrity of location as it stands on its original site at Fourth and Liberty Streets’
northwest corner. Other than the demolition of the historic commercial block to the east, the surrounding
area appears much as it did during the early twentieth century, thus allowing for integrity of setting, feeling,
and association.
The O’Hanlon Building also retains integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. General contractor
Travers Wood Company erected the edifice per the plans of architect Willard C. Northup. The building’s
structure, sheathing, ornamentation, and storefront openings are intact. Despite interior updates, important
original features remain. The office entrance fronting Fourth Street is characterized by an original Norfolk
Iron and Wire Works staircase, brass elevator doors, Cutler mail chute, coffered ceiling, and marble wall
and floor tiles. Small herringbone-patterned ceramic tiles sheath the vestibule floor’s center and also
survive in the first-floor storefronts. Hardwood and terrazzo floors are intact in some upper-floor office
and corridors.
Historical Background Summary
Fayetteville, North Carolina, native Edward W. O’Hanlon attended the Baltimore, Maryland, College of
Pharmacy before returning to his home state in 1894 to work at S. H. Smith’s North Liberty Street
drugstore in Winston. Two years later, O’Hanlon acquired L. E. Steer’s Drug Company and continued to
operate the business out of the three-story brick building with arched windows and an elaborate corbelled
cornice that stood at Fourth and Liberty Street’s northwest corner. On March 1, 1904, O’Hanlon paid S. A.
and Mary Ogburn $24,800 for the property. After a 1913 fire destroyed that structure, he temporarily
relocated to another courthouse square storefront and hired Willard C. Northup to design Winston’s second
skyscraper, an eight-story edifice that would encompass a drugstore and office space. 1

1

Forsyth County Deed Book 71, p. 261; Manufacturers’ Record, December 3 and 31, 1914; “The Story of a Drug
Store,” contractor ads, and “O’Hanlon Building from an Architectural Viewpoint” by W. C. Northup, Twin City Daily Sentinel
(hereafter abbreviated TCS), November 15, 1915, sections 2 and 3.
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Supervising architect W. H. Kindervater of Northup’s office guided the project’s execution. Fireproof
construction specialists Travers Wood Company, which operated from Charlotte and Richmond, Virginia,
offices, began erecting the O’Hanlon Building in February 1915. Long-time Travers Wood Company
employee F. J. Stein, a Scranton, Pennsylvania, native, moved to Winston-Salem to serve as site foreman.
The concern completed the building in nine months, using materials including rough-face variegated red
brick from Kingsport, Tennessee; Kawneer Manufacturing Company storefronts made in Michigan; interior
woodwork supplied by High Point’s Snow Lumber Company; and Norfolk Iron and Wire Works stairs and
elevator doors. London, England–born architect William H. Peeps, then working from a Charlotte office,
specified the interior finishes and furnishings executed by White Brothers of Winston-Salem.
Greensboro’s McClamrock Company provided marble and ceramic wall and floor tiles and terrazzo floors.
Peoples Electric Company of Winston-Salem put in electric, telephone, and telegraph wiring and fixtures
including Mazda lamps and Spencer vacuums. Winston-Salem contractor L. B. Brickenstein installed the
roof, the plumbing system, plumbing fixtures supplied by John Douglas Company of Cincinnati, and the
most up-to-date American Radiator Company boilers and radiators. The Danville, Virginia–based
Westbrook Electric Company manufactured two electric passenger elevators and a freight elevator.
Winston-Salem’s Orinoco Supply Company delivered lumber, crushed stone, sand, cement, metal lath,
plaster, and plaster board. 2
The November 16, 1915, grand opening featured tours and a musical program. The Men’s Style Shop,
operated by Frank C. Brown in the west storefront, hosted an open house. Within a year, physicians,
attorneys, dentists, real estate and insurance agents, sales representatives, other professionals, the WinstonSalem Building and Loan Association, and the Baseball Association rented upper-floor offices.
O’Hanlon’s Drug Store quickly became a popular meeting place in addition to its function as a pharmacy.
The interior included an elaborate white Italian marble soda counter reflected by a mirrored wall framed
with mahogany, tulip wood, and ebony pilasters. Customers could also visit the store’s candy and cigar
departments. 3
In addition to managing his drugstore, E. W. O’Hanlon partnered with Haywood P. Watson, creating the
O’Hanlon-Watson Wholesale Drug Company in 1920. O’Hanlon remained president of both endeavors
until 1955, when the W. H. King Company acquired the wholesale drug business. On Mr. O’Hanlon’s
1958 death, his wife Nancy Critz, R. J. Reynolds’s niece, oversaw the drugstore’s operation before finally
closing in August 1961. Two years after Mrs. O’Hanlon’s 1967 death, real estate investor Jerry L. Newton
purchased the building, which then encompassed two retail storefronts and ninety-seven offices on the
upper seven floors. 4
Newton’s ambitious renovation plans stalled due to financing constraints. In 1975 he undertook window
replacement, heating and air conditioning system installation, and dropped ceiling and partition wall
2

“Work to Begin Soon on O’Hanlon Building,” TCS, January 18, 1915; “Mr. S. A. Ogburn Lays First Brick for New
O’Hanlon Building,” Western Sentinel, February 26, 1915; “Watching Erection of Steel Beams,” WSJ, March 13, 1915; “Last
Brick Laid on the New O’Hanlon Building,” Western Sentinel, August 10, 1915; “Formal Opening of the New O’Hanlon Drug
Store,” TCS, November 15, 1915, Section 2.
3
A. H. and F. H. Lippincott, Inc., of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, designed the soda fountain and the associated
refrigerating plant and ice-making machinery. “Soda Fountain,” TCS, November 15, 1915, Section 3; Winston-Salem City
Directory, 1916.
4
“O’Hanlon, 88, of Twin City Dies at Hotel Residence,” Winston-Salem Journal (hereafter abbreviated WSJ),
November 6, 1958; “Mrs. Nancy O’Hanlon Buys O’Hanlon Building,” WSJ, January 20, 1960; Paxton Davis, “O’Hanlon Drug
Sold, Will Be Closed,” WSJ, July 30, 1961; “Mrs. Edward O’Hanlon Dies at Hotel Residence,” WSJ, February 3, 1967; Sherman
Shore, “O’Hanlon Building Is Sold to Realtor,” TCS, May 16, 1969; Gwynne S. Taylor, “O’Hanlon Building,” National Register
of Historic Places nomination, 1984.
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reconfiguration. However, the upper floors remained vacant with the exception of Newton’s second-floor
office. Zale’s Jewelers had leased and remodeled the south storefront, which had previously housed the
drugstore, in 1969. The concern occupied the space until 1975. That year, United Citizens Bank rented the
west storefront and updated the interior. Forsyth Savings and Loan Corporation, organized in 1978, leased
the former drugstore in 1979 and engaged Wilson-Covington Construction Company to renovate the space
to serve as its first branch. Dewey Chapple Jr. headed the office upon its January 14, 1980, opening. 5
Newton attempted to sell the property at auction several times and received offers, but all fell through. It
was not until 1984 that Durham-based developer the Adaron Group, under the auspices of Adaron
O’Hanlon, Inc., acquired the building. After the concern subsidized an almost $2-million renovation
completed in 1985, investors including Winston-Salem attorney Victor M. Lefkowitz purchased five of the
seven upper floors. Lefkowitz bought the fifth floor in 1985 and owned it until 2000. At that time,
marketing and design firm Henderson Tyner Art Company (now Henderson Bromstead Art Company)
procured the fifth floor from Lefkowitz and the sixth floor from the O’Hanlon Association. Owners of
other floors have included Caernarvon Corporation (1999), Real World Properties, LLC (2006), Fourth and
Liberty Partners, LLC (2000, 2009), Elephant Holdings, LLC (2010), and Caudle Koontz, LLC (2012). 6
Mooney’s Mediterranean Café began operating from the primary storefront in 2009. The second, third, and
fifth floors are currently vacant. The fourth and eighth floors serve as law offices. Elephant in the Room, a
design firm, occupies the sixth floor. Frogman Interactive, a marketing agency, has leased the seventh
floor since 2012. In June 2016, The O’Hanlon, LLC, purchased the entire building. The company will
undertake renovations including new mechanical system installation and remodeling, beginning with the
vacant floors.
Description of Proposed Rehabilitation Work
The O’Hanlon, LLC, will submit state and federal rehabilitation tax credit applications prepared by
consultant Heather Fearnbach. Winston-Salem architect Stitch Design Shop rendered the renovation plans.
General contractor GEMCAP will execute the work in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s
standards per the review of the North Carolina Historic Preservation Office and the National Park Service.
Setting
No site improvements are proposed at this time. The City of Winston-Salem owns and maintains the
existing sidewalks.
Exterior
The exterior is in excellent condition. If deemed necessary over the course of the rehabilitation, the brick
walls will be cleaned using the gentlest means possible to avoid damaging the masonry. Brick and terra
cotta maintenance and repair will be undertaken as needed, with efforts being made to retain all original
5

“Facelift for O’Hanlon Building,” TCS, November 28, 1975; Alan Willis, “S & L Head Opening Branch Office in
O’Hanlon Building,” TCS, January 4, 1980.
6
Forsyth County Deed Book 1448, p. 116; Deed Book 1480, p. 97; Deed Book 2052, p. 532; Deed Book 2104, p. 745;
Deed Book 2711, p. 4276; Deed Book 2914, p. 2995; Deed Book 2955, p. 4328; Deed Book 3059, p. 994; Deed Book 3291, pp.
69-83; “Building Up For Bids Again Today,” WSJ, November 23, 1977; Ann Corrigan, “Investors to Convert the O’Hanlon
Building,” WSJ, September 2, 1981; John Byrd, “68-Year-Old O’Hanlon Building Is For Sale,” WSJ, October 14, 1983; Alan
Willis, “Trend-Setter: Early Skyscraper to Become First Restored Condo Tower,” TCS, October 24, 1984; Adrian Zawada,
“Center of Interest: Investors Snap Up Properties Near Planned Office Tower,” WSJ, February 18, 2000; Richard Craver,
“Reaching Potential,” WSJ, August 12, 2012.
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historic fabric. Any damaged or missing areas will be reconstructed with materials of similar color, texture,
finish, and size. Any necessary repointing will use mortar that matches the existing in color, texture,
strength, joint width, and joint profile. Existing window and storefront opening size will be retained. The
extant windows, doors, and storefronts will be retained and repaired. As the roof is in good condition,
maintenance is not required.
Interior
The existing streel structure, load-bearing masonry walls, and exterior window and door openings will be
retained. The original ceiling height and finish will be maintained to the greatest extent possible in all
public first-floor spaces. Original elements including Norfolk Iron and Wire Works staircases, brass
elevator doors, Cutler mail chute, coffered entrance vestibule ceiling, marble wall and floor tiles, and small
herringbone-patterned ceramic tiles will be preserved.
Existing tenants including the first-floor restaurant will remain for the terms of their lease with options to
renew. The O’Hanlon, LLC, will undertake renovations beginning with the vacant second, third, and fifth
floors. Contractors will remove 1970s and 1980s interior partition walls and dropped acoustical tile
ceilings to create central open offices. Tenants will guide each floor’s remodeling. The approach will
likely be similar that on the sixth and seventh floors. Both have open central office space divided by low
cubicle walls, refinished hardwood floors, smooth gypsum-board walls and ceilings, and aluminum-frame,
translucent-glass windows and doors in partition walls. The basement will retain its current function as
mechanical and storage rooms.
Interior: Elevators and Stairs
The existing stairs and elevators will be retained.
Interior: Mechanical Systems

The existing mechanical systems, last updated in 1984-1985, are inefficient. As each floor is updated, new
electrical, plumbing, heating, cooling, and fire detection and suppression systems will be installed in a
manner that is compatible with the building’s historic character and is in compliance with current code.
The new HVAC system will include ductwork enclosed in an inconspicuous manner in order to preserve
the original ceiling height in most spaces. The ductwork will be located close to walls where possible to
minimize its interior appearance and reduce visibility from the building’s exterior. Plumbing, electrical,
and sprinkler system pipes will also be enclosed. The HVAC system’s air handling units will be
unobtrusively situated on the roof.
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O’Hanlon Building Architects: Northup and O’Brien and Successor Firms
Northup and O’Brien, the Winston-Salem firm that encompassed architects Willard C. Northup, Leet
O’Brien, and after 1927, Luther Lashmit, was one of North Carolina’s most prolific and distinguished
practices during the first half of the twentieth century. The partners and their staff offered a full range of
design services for the urbanizing state and led in the architectural profession’s establishment and
promotion. Although many commissions were in Forsyth County, their oeuvre extended throughout North
Carolina, manifesting trends ranging from the distinctive local “Salem Revival” style, attributed to
Northup, to mid-twentieth-century modernism. The firm designed public schools, universities, and health
facilities for the state’s unprecedented and forward-looking investment in health care and education for
black and white citizens. At the same time, they conceived custom designs for building types including
skyscrapers and expansive residences for the emerging industrialist class.
Willard Close Northup was born in Hancock, Michigan, on August 13, 1882. By the time of his high school
graduation in 1900, he was living in Asheville, North Carolina, where his father Willard B. Northup owned
a hardware store. To develop his architectural skills, young Northup attended the Drexel Institute of Art,
Science, and Industry in Philadelphia, studied at the University of Pennsylvania, and briefly found
employment at a Charleston, South Carolina, architecture firm. He then returned to North Carolina and
gained experience in the offices of distinguished architects Charles McMillen of Wilmington and Richard
Sharp Smith and William H. Lord of Asheville. He moved briefly to Muskogee, Oklahoma, to work for
architects McKibbon and McKibbon, but soon came back to North Carolina, where in 1906 he opened a
Winston practice in partnership with Richard Sharp Smith and Albert Heath Carrier, both of whom
remained based in Asheville. 7
The following year, Smith, Carrier, and Northup was one of two architecture firms listed in the Winston
city directory; the other was J. S. Zimmerman. The concerns operated from offices in the Masonic Temple
on Trade Street. Only a few Smith, Carrier, and Northup commissions have been identified: the
commanding four-story brick and stone Classical Revival–style YMCA building that stood at Cherry and
Fourth Streets’ southeast corner from 1908 until 1925, and Wachovia Loan and Trust Company co-founder
Henry Fries Shaffner and his wife Agnes’s 1909 Tudor Revival–style residence at 150 South Marshall
Street. 8
Many of Northup’s first projects were modest houses, but his repertoire quickly expanded to include
commodious Colonial and Georgian Revival–style residences as well as the Marshall Fields Factory
Village in Fieldale, Virginia; the O’Hanlon Building, Baptist Hospital, and City Market in Winston; and
Salem Town Hall. In 1910, with his practice thriving, Northup hired a young draftsman, Winston-Salem
native Leet Alexander O’Brien (1891–1963). O’Brien was a graduate of the Carnegie Institute of
7

Dr. Joseph D. Robinson Jr. noted that his grandfather Albert Heath Carrier, born in 1878, clerked at Brown, Northup,
and Company (Willard Close Northup’s father’s Asheville hardware store) for a short time in the late nineteenth century. He then
owned the Carrier Brothers Lumber Company, a Duplin County sawmill, with his brother Ralph from 1900 until 1905. Willard
B. Northup partnered with his son Howard Kendall Northup and Asheville Board of Trade vice-president Roy H. McDuffie to
create Northup-McDuffie Hardware Company in 1917. Willard C. Northup designed a commercial building at 72–74 Patton
Avenue in Asheville that housed the business beginning in March 1922. Northup Willard Close Northup, “Biographical Sketch,”
Record Group 803, American Institute of Architects Archives, Washington, DC (hereafter abbreviated AIAWDC); Asheville,
North Carolina, City Directories, 1896–1926; US censuses, 1900, 1910; death certificate; Willard C. Northup, “NorthupMcDuffie Hardware,” August 1921 plans at Pack Memorial Library, Asheville; “Retail Hardware Doings: North Carolina,”
American Artisan and Hardware Record, March 18, 1922, p. 25; “W. B. Northup,” obituary, Asheville Citizen, October 4, 1936;
Joseph D. Robinson Jr., email correspondence with Heather Fearnbach, May and July 2012.
8
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Technology in Pittsburgh and had worked in that city for the architectural firm of Ingham and Boyd for
several years before returning to North Carolina. 9
Northup and O’Brien’s initial business partnership began in 1915, but lasted only two years before both
men departed for World War I service. The US Navy stationed O’Brien, who was exempted from the draft
due to his poor eyesight, at the Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks in Washington, DC, where he planned
structures for naval establishments. Northup went abroad to oversee military camp construction for two
years, achieving the rank of captain. After returning to Winston-Salem, the men worked independently
before reestablishing a partnership firm in 1924. Northup and O’Brien soon garnered a strong reputation for
their religious, commercial, and institutional work, with a specialty in consolidated schools during a period
characterized by state and local investment in public education. 10
Meanwhile, Northup had assumed a vital and lasting role in the promotion of the architectural profession.
In 1913, he was one of five North Carolina architects instrumental in founding the NCAIA, and he was
equally important in the passage of legislation regulating architectural practice in 1915. Northup served the
NCAIA as education chairman in 1913, treasurer-secretary from 1913 to 1916, vice-president in 1916, and
president in 1921. In 1932 he received one of the highest honors of the AIA: elevation to FAIA status. In
1919, Northup became president of the North Carolina Board of Architecture, a position he held until 1931
and again from 1933 until his death in 1942. 11
Leet O’Brien also participated in professional organizations, becoming an AIA member in 1925, joining
the North Carolina Society of Engineers, directing the Winston-Salem Engineers Club, and serving on the
advisory committee of the North Carolina State Planning Board, the North Carolina Arts Society, and the
North Carolina Engineering Foundation. NCAIA members elected him the group’s treasurer-secretary in
1927, vice-president in 1932–1933, and president in 1934–1935. When planning began in the late 1940s for
a new architecture school at NCSC, O’Brien suggested that NCAIA create an organization to support the
program. Northup and O’Brien associate Luther Lashmit, Charlotte architect Walter W. Hook, and Raleigh
architect William Henley Deitrick incorporated the North Carolina Architectural Foundation, which later
became the North Carolina Design Foundation, in 1949. 12
Many talented young architects and engineers began their careers with Northup and O’Brien. William
Robinson Shirley (1897–1982), born to Salem College School of Music Dean Harrah Andrew Shirley and
his wife Anna Robinson, graduated from Syracuse University’s architecture school in 1923 and returned to
9

Leet O’Brien’s parents, Legrand Chesterfield and Almira O’Brien, were general store proprietors in Liberty, Missouri,
in 1880. They pursued the same trade in Winston by 1900 and subsequently operated boardinghouses at addresses including 606
Trade Street (1910) and 244 North Spruce Street (1920). On Leet O’Brien’s return to Winston-Salem from Pittsburgh, he worked
in 1906 as a clerk at Simpson Drug Company, owned by his older brothers William and Lex. Their establishment closed by
1908, and Leet then found employment at Edward W. O’Hanlon’s drugstore. By April 1910, he was a draftsman in W. C.
Northup’s firm, retaining that title until 1915, when city directories first list him as an architect. His correspondence with the
AIA delineates 1915 as the year he commenced practicing as Northup’s business partner. The 1920 federal census indicates that
Leet managed a bakery, perhaps O’Brien Baking Company, listed in the following year’s city directory as a collaboration
between Leet and his brothers William and Lex. Leet remained with that endeavor through 1923. He notes that he and Willard C.
Northup initially had very little work after resuming their partnership in 1924. WSCD, 1906–1930; Leet Alexander O’Brien, U.
S. Military Registration Card, World War I, 1917; US censuses, 1910, 1920; Leet O’Brien, “Application for Membership,”
1919–1936, AIAWDC; Willard Close Northup, “Biographical Sketch,” Record Group 803, AIAWDC; “Office of Northup and
O’Brien,” AIA Architects’ Roster Questionnaire, May 7, 1946, AIAWDC.
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1998), 11–14, 18, 40, 98, 173–176, 187, 189; “Funeral Service for Willard C. Northup,” Twin City Sentinel, February 14, 1942.
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Winston-Salem to work as a draftsman for Willard Northup for two years. He then moved to New York
State, where he practiced for the rest of his career. 13 In 1924, Northup and O’Brien hired Durham native
George Watts Carr (1893–1975), educated at Davidson College near Charlotte, North Carolina, and
Eastman Business School in Poughkeepsie, New York, to supervise their projects in his thriving hometown.
Although the satellite office was a short-lived venture, Carr operated his own Durham practice from 1926
until his 1974 retirement. 14 Northup and O’Brien’s Winston-Salem office was in the Starbuck Building at
240 North Liberty during the mid-1920s, when staff members included draftsmen William Z. Bane, Robert
E. Blair, James V. DeLoi, E. Paul Hayes, Oliver Thomas Hayes, Roy Marvin, Joseph D. Rivers, John P.
Schooley, Robert L. Strelitz, and Leslie C. Wright, as well as stenographers Mabel Yoder, Tabitha Moore,
Virginia Poindexter. 15
Following Leet O’Brien’s 1953 retirement, Luther Lashmit collaborated with engineers Mack David Brown
and William Wilson Pollock and architect William Russell James Jr. to reorganize under the name Lashmit,
James, Brown, and Pollock. Mack D. Brown, born in 1907, apprenticed at the Simplex Heating Company
for two years before accepting a position at Northup and O’Brien in 1929. He then served the firm until
1942, when, due to the dearth of architectural commissions and building materials during World War II, the
office essentially shut down. Brown found employment at Bahnson Engineering Company until Northup
and O’Brien’s 1946 reopening and remained with the firm for the rest of his career. William W. Pollock,
born in 1904, gained experience in the Philadelphia offices of architects Charles Barton Keen (1922–1927),
Horace Wells Sellers (1927–1929), and Morris and Erskine (1929–1935) and studied at the city’s T-Square
Club atelier. He moved to Winston-Salem in 1935 to assist architect William Roy Wallace and joined
Northup and O’Brien two years later. The North Carolina State Budget Bureau employed Pollock from
1943 until 1946, when he rejoined Northup and O’Brien. Winston-Salem native William R. James Jr., born
in 1911, earned degrees from the Carnegie Institute and Princeton University. He maintained a position at
Northup and O’Brien from his 1935 graduation until the firm’s World War II hiatus, during which he
worked for the architecture firm of Lynch and Foard in Wilmington and as a naval radio technician. Highly
regarded for his drafting skill, James became an associate at Northup and O’Brien in 1946. Two years later,
Alexandria, Virginia, native, Virginia Polytechnic Institute graduate, and World War II veteran Wallace
Martin Winfree joined the group as a structural engineer. 16
Following William James’s death in 1962 at the age of fifty, the firm, then called Lashmit, Brown, and
Pollock, hired architects including Donald Stoddard Van Etten, born in Port Jervis, New York, who
completed Cornell University’s architecture program in 1951. After working for Larson and Larson from
February of that year until August 1960 and then operating as a sole proprietor until October 1962, Van
Etten accepted a position with Lashmit, Brown, and Pollock. New York City native and Cornell University
alumnus Michael David Newman also joined the group in 1962. Two years later the firm elevated Van
Etten, Newman, architect Kenneth Bronaugh Jennings, and engineer Wallace Winfree to full partnership.
Lashmit, Brown, and Pollock relinquished their roles as principals to become consulting partners in 1972.
13

After leaving North Carolina, William R. Shirley found employment in the offices of New York City architects
Dwight James Baum from 1925 until 1928 and Harry Allan Jacobs from 1928 to 1929. He established his own firm in 1930,
which he operated as a sole proprietor until his 1946 partnership with Mr. de Shaw. Shirley resided in Hastings-on-Hudson in
Westchester County, New York, with his wife Lida Bernice and two children by 1930 and in Yonkers, New York, by 1940. He
closed his independent practice in Millbrook, New York, on May 1, 1967, remaining in that area until his death on November 22,
1982. William Robinson Shirley, “Application for Membership,” 1944–1983; AIAWDC; Koyl, AAD, 1st ed., 504; US censuses,
1900–1940.
14
George Watts Carr, “Application for Membership,” 1929–1975, AIAWDC; Koyl, AAD, 2nd ed., 106.
15
WSCD, 1924–1926.
16
In January 1955, engineers Wallace M. Winfree, Robert W. Russell Jr., and C. A. Rhodes Jr. became associates at
Northup and O’Brien, but the firm’s appellation did not change. “Office of Northup and O’Brien”; “Architects Associated with
Firm,” WSJS, January 16, 1955; “Wallace M. Winfree,” WSJ, January 5, 2011.
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After several subsequent organizational and associated name changes, the firm Newman Calloway Johnson
Van Etten Winfree split into two entities in 1984. Michael Newman and Halbert M. Jones Jr. led one
concern, Newman and Jones, PA, and Thomas D. Calloway Jr., Donald W. Johnson, and Wallace Winfree
the other. In 1994 the second practice became Calloway Johnson Moore and West, and in 2010 it began
operating under the initials CJMW rather than the full appellation. 17
Northup and O’Brien Commissions
Northup and O’Brien and their successor firms produced an oeuvre among the most extensive, varied, and
distinguished in North Carolina. The Special Collections Library of North Carolina State University
(NCSU), which houses the principal collection of the firm’s drawings, enumerates almost four hundred
projects in its finding aide. Other repositories include the Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Planning
Department, Old Salem, Inc., Salem Academy and College, Z. Smith Reynolds Library at Wake Forest
University, and the Moravian Archives, Southern Province, in Winston-Salem.
In his early work in Winston-Salem, Northup incorporated distinctive architectural features seen in older
Salem buildings—particularly the arched entrance “bonnet” hood design at the venerable Home Moravian
Church—into new edifices such as the Salem Town Hall (1912), the last municipal building erected before
Salem’s consolidation with Winston in 1913. Honoring Salem’s Moravian heritage, he specified bonnet
hoods over the corner entrances. When he drew plans for the Rondthaler Memorial Building (1913) to
expand facilities at Home Moravian Church, he repeated many of the older building’s features, including
the round-arched entrance hood. Northup and O’Brien produced many renditions of the “Salem Revival”
style, which became a localized version of the widely popular Colonial Revival style. The firm's many
church designs included those for Moravian congregations, such as Calvary Moravian Church (1925)
and Ardmore Moravian Church (1931) in Winston-Salem. By contrast, Fairview Moravian Church (1923),
in Winston-Salem displays the more generally popular Neoclassical Revival style.
Northup and O’Brien’s commercial building designs range from modest storefronts to skyscrapers.
Winston-Salem examples include the Art Deco style Sosnik’s Department Store (1929), and skyscrapers
such as the eight-story Neoclassical Revival style O’Hanlon Building (1915) and the six-story Pepper
Building (1928), executed in variegated brown and sandstone-colored brick with Art Deco-style terra-cotta
accents. One of the firm’s premier projects was the fifteen-story Durham Life Insurance Building in
Raleigh, the city’s tallest skyscraper upon its completion in 1942, with a stepped ziggurat form and elegant
Art Deco detailing recalling Winston-Salem’s iconic Reynolds Building by Shreve and Lamb.
Many local and state agencies commissioned Northup and O’Brien to design public buildings. The
Renaissance Revival-style Winston-Salem City Hall, built in 1926 of red brick with a rusticated stone base
and pilasters at the upper stories, was recognized by the North Carolina chapter of the AIA with an Honor
Award in 1929. The Forsyth County Courthouse, erected in 1896 and partially demolished and overbuilt in
1926 with limestone facing, and the Justice Building in Raleigh (1938), constructed of Mount Airy Granite,
show the firm’s mastery of the austere, modernized classicism of the era.

17

Donald Stoddard Van Etten, “Application for Membership,” 1964–1985, AIAWDC; “W. R. James Jr., Architect,
Dies,” WSS, March 19, 1962; “O’Brien, Architect, Dies at 72,” WSJ, August 15, 1963; Koyl, AAD, 2nd ed., 407, 520; Koyl,
AAD, 3rd ed., 526, 665, 942; Sid Bost, “Lashmit, Brown and Pollock Firm Reorganized and Name Is Changed,” WSS, January 1,
1972; WSCD, 1960–1985; Genie Carr, “Michael Newman: Architect Has Written a Distinctive Signature on the Face of the
City,” WSJ, October 5, 1986; Fran Daniel, “Old Architecture Firm Takes on a New Name,” August 28, 2010, p. A9; Michael
Newman, email correspondence and discussions with Heather Fearnbach, October and November 2011.
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The rapid expansion and greater complexity of medical facilities in the twentieth century provided Northup
and O’Brien with a steady source of commissions. The firm planned hospitals, nurses’ housing, and other
medical buildings, most of which have been razed or heavily altered. Among these projects were Forsyth
County’s second tuberculosis hospital (1930); that hospital’s wing for black patients (1939); the state-ofthe-art Art Deco-style Kate Bitting Reynolds Memorial Hospital (1938) built to serve Winston-Salem's
African American community; the first building on the Bowman Gray School of Medicine campus (1941);
and the major expansion of the adjacent North Carolina Baptist Hospital—all of which were executed in
red brick with streamlined cast-stone details. The firm planned the late 1940s renovations and new
construction at present Dorothea Dix Hospital in Raleigh (a psychiatric treatment facility) and the
associated Dorothea Dix School of Nursing.
Northup and O’Brien also served the state’s transformative investment in public school buildings in the
early and middle years of the twentieth century. By 1940, the firm had designed more than one hundred
public consolidated schools statewide. Many have been replaced, but many still stand. Surviving examples
in their home county include such Colonial and Neoclassical Revival-style buildings such as Clemmons
School (1925), Old Town School (1926), and one of Forsyth County’s earliest modernist
schools, Lewisville School (1948).
As the state’s colleges expanded, Northup and O'Brien designed buildings and site plans for many old and
new campuses. Their Winston-Salem commissions included projects at Salem Academy and College;
Winston-Salem State University; the Methodist Children’s Home; and Memorial Industrial School. Farther
afield, the firm planned buildings at present Appalachian State University in Boone, Davidson College near
Charlotte, the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
North Carolina State University in Raleigh, and North Carolina Wesleyan College in Rocky Mount.
By the time the firm’s founders died or retired, Northup and O’Brien’s oeuvre was among the most
extensive, varied, and distinguished in the state. Not addressed in this summary is how these men interacted
with the state and local leaders who developed North Carolina into the notably progressive state of the midtwentieth century. Certain it is that Northup, O’Brien, Luther Lashmit, and other firm partners and
employees played a role in that transformation. Their legacy stands not only in the buildings of their home
community but in public, private, and institutional buildings throughout much of the state.
Note: This building list is necessarily selective. The firm’s architectural output was so extensive that a full
listing of works is not feasible here.
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Historic Images
Images are from the Forsyth County Public Library (FCPL) Photograph Collection and may not be reproduced
without permission (contact photograph archivist Molly Rawls)

O’Hanlon Building, 1918 (uzz_bsb_03203), FCPL
from Winston-Salem, “City of Industry”: Illustrated, Historical, Biographical Facts and Figures, 1918
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O’Hanlon Building, 1920s (uzz_mib_03086), FCPL
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O’Hanlon Building (right), 1935 (uzz_mib_03104)
by Winston-Salem Journal photographer Frank Jones (FCPL)
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O’Hanlon Building, 1938 (FJ.04749), FCPL
by Winston-Salem Journal photographer Frank Jones
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O’Hanlon Building, 1950 (FJ.04431), FCPL
by Winston-Salem Journal photographer Frank Jones
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O’Hanlon Building, 1954 (FJ.01920), FCPL
by Winston-Salem Journal photographer Frank Jones
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O’Hanlon Building, 1962 (FJ.11521), FCPL
by Winston-Salem Journal photographer Frank Jones
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O’Hanlon Building
101-105 West Fourth Street
Winston-Salem, Forsyth County, North Carolina
Local Historic Landmark Boundary

1917

1924
late 1930s
West Fourth Street

Liberty
Street

Local Historic Landmark Boundary (approximately 0.7 acre)
Block 6112, Lots 000A, 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 008
PINs 6835-27-1005, 6835-27-1025, 6835-27-1045, 6835-27-1055, 6835-27-1075,
6835-27-1036, 6835-27-1056, 6835-27-1066, 6835-27-1086
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2014 base aerial photo courtesy of Forsyth County GIS at http://maps.co.forsyth.nc.us/forsythjs/
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